CA630 Wireless Fall Management
with Nurse Call Integration
Features

The CODE ALERT® CA630 Wireless Fall Management Solution is a component
of the Quick Response® Premiere Wireless Call Solution. By combining fall
management and wireless nurse call into a single solution, there’s just one
software platform for staff to learn.

Dignified, Reliable Fall Management

Reduce the risk of falls while creating a home-like environment.


Bed or chair sensor pads easily connect to a battery-operated alarm unit



Alarm unit can be configured for silent alarm operation, helping reduce noise
levels and alarm fatigue for a quieter community



Restraint-free with adjustable features to help respect a resident’s dignity



Fast and easy to set up – helps staff focus on patient care



Alerts staff of a potential fall
and contributes to your fall
management program



Restraint-free to respect
resident dignity



Integrated nurse call enables
silent, local alarm



Reduce noise and create a
more home-like environment



May lower the risk of costs
associated with falls

Protect Your Residents &
Reduce the Risk of Falls


One in three adults age 65 and
older falls each year



Falls can increase the risk of early
death



By 2020, the annual direct and
indirect cost of fall injuries is
expected to reach $54.9 billion

Source: www.cdc.gov, 2012.

Automated Alarm Unit

The CA630 alarm unit can easily hang or hook on beds, chairs, or wheelchairs.
The unit includes an LED on the face of the device to indicate system status, as
well as simple controls.


Adjustable volume: silence the alarm at the unit, helping reduce noise



Auto-on feature with “Hold” button prevents the unit from being accidentally
shut off



Membrane-style buttons eliminate crevices for easy sanitizing



Durable alarm units made in the USA

(Continued)

Fall Alarm Notification

Comfortable Sensor Pads

If weight is removed from the pad,
staff is notified instantly via an audible
alert at the alarm unit. Or, if the
volume is at the lowest setting, the
local alarm is silent. An alert is also
sent to a central computer station.



Pad surface grips to seating area:
no need for clips or adhesive strips



Versatile: position each patient
based on his/her level of fall risk

Nurse Call Integration



Tamper alert: alarm sounds if
pad is disconnected from the
alarm unit, ensuring residents are
protected

An adapter connects the CA630 alarm
unit to a nurse call cord so residents
can easily call for assistance when in
a wheelchair or in bed.
When a resident presses the call cord,
an audible alert sounds at the alarm
unit, and an “Assistance Required”
alarm is sent to client computers. Turn
the volume to the lowest setting for a
silent alarm at the unit.




Calls for assistance can be routed
to mobile phones, pagers or Quick
Look™ LED displays with the
resident’s location for immediate
notification and a fast response

Pads are soft, cushioned, and latexfree for resident comfort and safety.

Our no-slip, oversized chair and bed
pads cover more surface area for
fewer false alarms.


Chair pads cover 12 x 15 in.



Extra-long bed pads cover
30 x 15 in.



Use for short patient stays or longterm monitoring: 7-, 30-, 90- and
180-day pad models available



Design eliminates fused seams
and hard edges

Capture Alarm Data

CODE ALERT Software collects
alarm data and enables staff to
document care times, response times,
and produce other useful reports for
the Joint Commission, families, and
general community management.


Evaluate staff response and care
times, or review alarms and events
by resident, event, or cause



Spot trends, plan for future events
and target care



Share proof of care with family
members in report form

Flexible Power Options

The alarm unit can be run on two
types of power supplies for stationary
or mobile monitoring.


9 V battery power, with
low-battery notification



Optional AC power

Built-in tamper alarm: a notification
is sent if the nurse call cord is
disconnected from the alarm unit
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